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OUR STORY

LET’S DO THIS

Since its founding in 2011 to honor the life of Holly Sneider, Life is Good No Matter What™
(LIGNMW) has granted nearly 60 escapes to adults as young as 20, all the way up to 81.

We provide escapes to
adults with cancer all
over Northeast Ohio—
regardless of type of
cancer or stage.

Holly would always sign her messages, “Life Is Good No Matter What,”
and that concept is what steers our organization to this day.
From helping a couple return to the place of their proposal to giving a mother and
daughter one last special weekend away, LIGNMW works closely with patients, families,
doctors, and friends to provide an experience that will stay with them for years to come.

We view an escape as
any form of a getaway
from the stress of
fighting cancer.

Cancer can take over every part of life. Life is Good No Matter What is dedicated to
helping adults with cancer step away from the schedules, medicines, and treatments
and live the life they have to fullest.

ESCAPE EXAMPLES

Our vision for the future is to continue the mission inspired by Holly more than five
years ago. By deepening our local partnerships, strengthening our relationships in
the medical community, and mobilizing teams of passionate volunteers, we are
committed to granting 100 more escapes by 2023 to those who need it most.

CATERED DINNERS WITH
LOVED ONES AT HOME
A FAMILY VACATION
TO OUT OF STATE

“We’ve helped several recipients go
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meet their needs, wants, and healthcare requirements.”
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To read the bios of our Board of Directors, visit our website:

For more information on recipient criteria and how to apply,
visit our website:

LifeIsGoodNoMatterWhat.org
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A PRIVATE EVENT AT A
LOCAL HOT SPOT
TICKETS TO A BASEBALL
GAME OR CONCERT
ASSISTANCE OFFSETTING
PAID-TIME-OFF THAT
CAN RUN OUT QUICKLY
RUN OUT DUE TO THE
DEMANDS OF CARE

OUR FUTURE PLANS
Since 2013, nearly 60 adults have been granted
escape from the hardship of advanced cancer.
Our goal is to raise that number to 160 by the
year 2023.
With this goal in mind, LIGNMW’s Board of Directors set about building
a solid foundation for stability and the ability to deliver our promise. In
2018, the board began a renewed grassroots approach to support, giving
speeches to several rotary chapters, attending key networking events in
the charity’s name, and partnering with community members and local
businesses to host multiple mini fundraisers.

THOSE WHO MAKE IT POSSIBLE
NUMBERS TO DATE

295

SUPPORTERS

$335,429
RAISED

65

ESCAPES

From individuals and families to corporate sponsors small
and large, LIGNMW is fueled by the generosity of our
donors, volunteers, partners, and friends. In the last year,
we have worked hard to build out our funding base to
finish the year with the highest annual total to date, which
allowed us to grant 7 new escapes to deserving recipients.
LIGNMW could not have accomplished this recordbreaking year without the generous support of our
corporate sponsors, Midwest Interiors and Shearer’s Foods,
whose financial contributions provided a firm base on
which to build towards our 2018 goals. Also key in reaching
new heights were the numerous local brew houses that
hosted multiple Tap and App fundraisers throughout
the year, bringing in new friends and partners, as well
as much-needed financial support. We are continually
grateful for the kindness of our community that makes
it possible to help those in need.

The financial results speak for themselves. In 2018 alone, our support
team grew LIGNMW’s donor base to 39 corporate partners and raised
$32,574.91—a record high for the organization. Perhaps more encouraging
than the funds, however, is the enthusiastic outpouring of support by
the community.
On hearing there was a need, individuals from all walks of life made our
mission, their mission.
Akron resident Harold Johnson teamed up with a Canton paintball
company (Intense Paintball) and invited a group of friends to play
paintball for our cause. Another community member asked his Crossfit
gym to host a workout to raise money to help us grant our next escape.
John and Rebecca Stock, along with their daughter Autumn Douglas and
her husband Jordan Douglas, attended our March Tap & App fundraiser
and they have been our “groupie” family ever since! To date, between
the four of them, they have donated $1,025 as well as countless food and
beverages for events.
As we look ahead, LIGNMW will continue to build upon this solid foundation
by growing and mobilizing more volunteers who are able to spread our
mission to an even wider audience.
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Give Any Way You Can
We are indebted to the contributions of individual
donors, corporate sponsors, planned giving, grants, and
in-kind donations of goods and services such as meals,
entertainment, sports tickets, frequent flier miles, and
hotel points.

“[My escape] provided precious
moments together as a family, as
all three of our children were able
to attend. We are very grateful and
deeply humbled by this generous
gift. It was just what we needed to
temporarily push this cancer nightmare to the back of our minds.”
CHRIS WILLMAN, escaped to Smith Mountain
Lake in Virginia with his wife, Dana, and two
daughters, ______ and ______

TWO WAYS YOU CAN HELP
1

Refer Someone You Know
Recipients are often referred by physicians and other medical personnel, as well as
caretakers, family, and friends. Once a referral is made, medical eligibility is then
confirmed with the prospective recipient’s health care team.
Life Is Good No Matter What respects the privacy of our recipients and follows guidelines
to ensure patient confidentiality during the referral, interview and selection process.

CONTRIBUTION
LEVELS

Gold
$1000+

Silver
$500-$1,000

Bronze
$100-$500

In addition, we hold several signature events throughout
the year to raise money to fund as many cherished
experiences as possible. We cover the costs associated
with sending the recipient and a select number of family
members or friends. Per escape, the costs may range
from a few hundred to a few thousand dollars depending
on the person’s wishes.

“So many organizations focus
on research, which is wonderful,
but a break from the label of
cancer is what I needed.”
VICKI MILNER, escape recipient

“Life Is Good No Matter What
provided a light at the end of a
seemingly endless tunnel, even
if it was just for a moment. I don’t
have words to thank them for
what they did for my family.”
MISSY SMITH, escaped to Disney with her
partner and their son

Info@LifeIsGoodNoMatterWhat.org
855.544.6691 • 330.315.0399 Fax
PO Box 1267, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 44223
LifeIsGoodNoMatterWhat.org
INSTAGRAM & TWITTER @LIGNMW
FACEBOOK @LifeIsGoodNoMatterWhat
LINKEDIN @Life-Is-Good-No-Matter-What

Life Is Good No Matter What is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization.
All gifts are deductible for income tax purposes within limits prescribed by state and federal laws.

